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Name Editor does not update after setting synonym to basionym in its group
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Description
Katja:
I don't know if this is an old issue: but setting a synonym in a heterotypic (to the accepted taxon) homotypic group as basionym
changes the symbol of the synonym from homotypic to heterotypic.
this is again an update problem because the basionym should be the first synonym in the list and then the icon is correct.
same problem when drag&drop a synoym in the homotypical group of an other synonym, the order should be recalculated.
History
#1 - 11/07/2017 10:54 AM - Andreas Müller
Patrick Plitzner wrote:
Katja:
I don't know if this is an old issue: but setting a synonym in a heterotypic (to the accepted taxon) homotypic group as basionym changes the
symbol of the synonym from homotypic to heterotypic.

The symbol is actually not changed from homotypic (blue) to heterotypic (green) but from heterotypic default (light green) to heterotypic basionym
(dark green) as far as I can see

#2 - 11/07/2017 11:25 AM - Katja Luther
Andreas Müller wrote:
Patrick Plitzner wrote:
Katja:
I don't know if this is an old issue: but setting a synonym in a heterotypic (to the accepted taxon) homotypic group as basionym changes the
symbol of the synonym from homotypic to heterotypic.

The symbol is actually not changed from homotypic (blue) to heterotypic (green) but from heterotypic default (light green) to heterotypic
basionym (dark green) as far as I can see

the container should be refreshed to have the correct order, then the symbol is correct
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#3 - 07/10/2018 10:26 AM - Patrick Plitzner
- Parent task set to #7302
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